In a large-scale national forest recreation park, it is difficult for park managers to maintain facilities and provide timely or emergency services to visitors in need (e.g., elderly adults, children, or lost visitors without communication devices). To implement smart tourism services, park managers have introduced the Internet of things (IoT) to their parks, which has enabled the provision of diversified intelligent information services. However, most of the previous studies focused on 2D deployment of the IoT system to cover all targets, ignoring actual 3D topographic differences; their objectives rarely included the effectiveness of services generated from introducing the IoT; they assumed targets to be equally crucial, regardless of differences in tourism attractiveness (e.g., tourist attractions, view trails, and recreation facilities). Therefore, this study investigates 3D deployment of an IoT system to cover targets with different scores based on tourism attractiveness in a forest recreation park with optimal management service benefits, represented as a weighted sum of service quality index (SQI) and managerial setting attributes index (MSAI), so that the system collects the data from visitors equipped with wearable devices, and applies it to tasks such as physiological detection and positioning. This problem belongs to deployment and coverage problems, which have been shown to be NP-hard, and thus is also NP-hard. Therefore, this study further solves this problem by improved simulated annealing (ISA), including three neighborhood searching operators and the dynamic probability adjustment scheme. Experimental results under various parameter settings indicate that ISA has an excellent optimization ability.
I. INTRODUCTION
The travel and tourism industries have been flourishing in recent years, and the technological cooperation between tourism and information technology (IT) has also matured. In smart tourism services, IT such as Internet of things (IoT) [1] , radio frequency identification (RFID), wireless sensor networks (WSNs), and near-field communication (NFC) has been used to provide tourists with accurate travel The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Guanjun Liu . information and rich travel experiences [2] , [3] . For example, tourists may download a recreation park's app and book time slots for their rides or facilities. This can shorten visitors' waiting time spent in queues as well as improve facilities' overall usage rate and visitors' satisfaction.
Visitors enjoy local art and culture, festivities and activities, and nature and ecosystems. Nature-based tourism [4] is a rapidly growing sector of the tourism industry. The main goals of visitors are to experience the natural environment and feel natural phenomena such as topographic, hydrographic, and forest landscapes. Tourists have increasingly been escaping from the city and travelling to the countryside to walk and relax both physically and psychologically. Forest recreation parks have natural landscape ecologies; they enable visitors to experience the natural environment and engage in leisure, sports, and entertainment activities, which have led to a gradual increase in the number of visitors to forest recreation parks. However, forest recreation parks have a large scope and can be difficult to manage, and thus fail to satisfy visitors' needs in a timely manner. For example, such parks cannot provide timely services to (1) elderly adults, children, or visitors who become separated from their group and do not have a communication device, (2) emergency services to visitors who suddenly become ill, and (3) prompt cleaning services to dirty facilities. Therefore, forest park managers have sought to transform their business models into recreation parks characterized y smart tourism, to increase visitors' satisfaction and their willingness to revisit.
To implement smart tourism services, forest park managers have introduced IoT systems to their parks. Specifically, they deployed wired or wireless sink nodes (which are the devices to which the data collected is sent) to cover various types of targets (e.g., tourist attractions, viewing trails, and recreation facilities) in their parks. Visitors were equipped with wearable devices (e.g., wristbands, medical bands, smartwatches, smart glasses, and so on), or carried smartphones or other smart devices; facilities in parks were equipped with sensor devices. The data (e.g., location, heartbeat, blood pressure, sleep quality, usage frequency, and user survey) of visitors and facilities collected by sink nodes through the IoT system was sent to the cloud center of the system for operational analysis to provide various smart services and applications, and was applied immediately to provide timely diversified services (e.g., timely search and rescue, warning reminder, sedentary reminder, interactive environmental explanation, interactive recreation games, human-computer interaction with facilities, social media check-ins, and augmented-reality image/video) to increase visitors' satisfaction and their willingness to revisit (Figure 1(a) ). The IoT has a wide range of applications and can achieve the benefits of immediate response, information integration, and proactive services. Introducing the IoT to travel destinations can enable the future sustainable growth of tourist attractions; additionally, integrating visitor interactions and environmental facilities can enhance the quality of travel experiences in destinations (Gretzel et al., 2015) .
Most related studies had the following four features. Firstly, most studies focused on deployment of the IoT system that optimizes various objectives such as the number of deployments, coverage of targets, system survival lifetime, and energy consumption [5] . Secondly, most studies investigated deployment of IoT systems in 2D spaces, regardless of actual 3D topographic differences. Consequently, even though the deployment results had optimized a certain objective on a 2D plane, they might not be implemented in real 3D environments. For instance, a region covered by a sink node on a 2D plane may not be covered by this sink node according to actual 3D topographic differences. Thirdly, most studies assumed all targets to be equally crucial. That is, they did not assign different scores to various targets according to the usage frequency of these targets. Consequently, when deploying a limited number of sink nodes in a forest recreation park, some crucial tourist attraction targets may not be covered. Therefore, the importance of the characteristics of each target should be identified by users, and scores should be set according to the information of targets, thereby increasing the precision of sink-node deployment [6] . Fourthly, most studies rarely investigated the service level index [7] . This index evaluates the service quality of IoT deployment systems; furthermore, it examines whether the range covered by the IoT deployment was the regions that park managers wish to manage, thereby enhancing service quality. Additionally, to meet park managers' expectations, adjustments were made to parameters related to the service level index, such as the number of sink nodes, distance between them, and scores of landscapes.
In light of the above, this study investigates 3D deployment of an IoT system in a forest recreation park with optimal management service benefits, so that the system can collect the data from visitors equipped with wearable devices, and apply it to tasks such as physiological detection and positioning. First, this study represents a 3D national forest recreation park as a 2D grid (Figure 1(b) ), in which each grid point is assigned with a score according to visitor flows and tourism attractiveness (e.g., tourist attractions, viewing trails, and recreation facilities). Those grid points with non-zero score are target nodes; furthermore, some of the target nodes are crucial facility nodes emphasized by the park managers ( Figure 1(c) ), so that the deployment result will be influenced by the park managers according to their management service benefits. Then, according to 3D topographies and actual facilities in the park, a part of the grid points are the candidate nodes that could be placed by sink nodes (Figure 1(d) ).
The problem concerned in this study is to find the candidate nodes that are deployed with sink nodes, so as to optimize a weighted sum of the following two management service indices proposed in this study: service quality index (SQI) and managerial setting attributes index (MSAI), which are used to evaluate the total score of the covered area and the crucial facilities (e.g., toilets, trails, and specific tourist attractions), respectively. With the two indices, the park managers could provide timely facility maintenance services through the IoT system, further improving visitors' satisfaction. Furthermore, this study considers the collision problem between multiple sink nodes and IoT tags attached to visitors [8] , [9] . Specifically, the collision problem refers to a signal interference caused by overly short distances between sink nodes. When a tag is located in the identification zone of two sink nodes simultaneously, the IoT tag is read by multiple sink nodes, resulting in imprecise positioning of the label. To prevent the collision problem, the distance between sink nodes cannot be set to be less than a specified minimum distance.
This study first models the concerned problem as a binary integer programming model, which is NP-hard. Additionally, relevant studies have showed deployment and coverage problems to be NP-hard (e.g., [10] , [11] ), and thus the concerned problem is also NP-hard. Therefore, this study solves the concerned problem by the improved simulated annealing (ISA) algorithm, which employs three neighborhood searching operators to increase the diversity of searching neighborhoods, and dynamically adjusts the probabilities of selecting one of the three operators in each iteration through a dynamic selection probability adjustment scheme. The main contributions of this study were as follows:
• Different from most studies that deployed IoT systems in 2D spaces, this study solves the problem of deploying an IoT system after 3D topographic differences and tourist attractions are considered.
• Different from most studies that assume all targets to be equally crucial, the problem model assigns different scores to tourist attractions according to their tourism attractiveness and crucial facilities. Moreover, topographic limitations, coverage problem, and collision problem are considered.
• This study proposes the SQI and MSAI, thereby achieving the optimal sink-node coverage of regions with visitor flows. Moreover, it considers crucial facilities emphasized by park managers and helps managers to select optimal deployment positions.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review on deployment problems and the factors affecting the attractiveness of forest recreation parks. Section 3 describes the overall framework of the concerned IoT system deployed in forest recreation parks, describes the concerned problem, and creates a mathematical programming model for the problem. Section 4 presents the proposed ISA algorithm in detail. Section 5 presents implementation of the proposed ISA and conducts experimental analysis. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions with future works.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
It is of importance to investigate how to deploy sink nodes in the perception layer of an IoT system. Effective deployment can reduce costs and increase the quality of perceptions in the system. This section reviews deployment problems of sink nodes that optimize various objectives, 3D deployment problems, and the previous studies on analyzing factors affecting the attractiveness of forest recreation parks.
A. DEPLOYMENT PROBLEMS OPTIMIZING VARIOUS OBJECTIVES
Rebai et al. [12] investigated how to deploy the minimum number of wireless sensors to cover the concerned geographical region, under the constraint with connectivity between sensors. Khoufi et al. [13] not only considered the constraints of the coverage range and connectivity, but also emphasized the importance of energy consumption. Specifically, they first deployed sensor nodes and receivers, and then scheduled the activities of sensor nodes. Sengupta et al. [5] investigated a multi-objective problem that considers the tradeoff among maximization of the covered range, maximization of network lifetime, and minimization of energy consumption. Similarly, Maheshwari and Chand [14] investigated the multi-objective problem that considers maximization of covered range, maximization of network lifetime, and minimization of the number of sensors. Farsi et al. [15] integrated the problems of maximizing the network lifetime, the covered range, and connectivity of WSNs; additionally, they compared the advantages and disadvantages of different WSNs.
Mini et al. [16] solved WSN deployment problems that considers optimization of different types of target coverage (i.e., simple cover, k-cover, and Q-cover); moreover, they used the artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm to identify optimal deployments in 3D topographies. Mini et al. [17] investigated a bi-objective problem of deploying WSNs, and used the ABC algorithm to first deploy sensors with weights based on sensor battery power, and then to plan a schedule of switching on/off sensors, to achieve the maximum network lifetime. Sitanayah [18] measured the importance of sensor nodes on transmission efficiency, and then deployed the WSN according to the ranking of importance, increasing the stability of the WSN.
Tsai et al. [7] investigated the optimal deployment of RFID readers with the objective of maximizing the coverage rate and minimizing the weight of the collision chance of readers; additionally, they evaluated the quality of service (QoS) of the SQI of the system [19] .
B. THREE-DIMENSIONAL DEPLOYMENT PROBLEMS
Hervert-Escobar et al. [20] considered the interference of obstacles in 3D warehouses, achieving coverage of all target objects using the minimum number of RFID readers. Lin et al. [21] proposed an IoT simulation model based on Zigbee, and discussed the effect of various topographies, data loadings, and node velocities on the performance of WSNs in 3D spaces. They consulted the aforementioned research on 3D deployments, and employed them as their deployment method. Cao et al. [22] deployed WSNs in 3D industrial spaces considering optimization of the covered range and the WSN lifetime. Naveen et al. [23] deployed a WSN in a 3D virtual grid with the objective of prolonging the WSN lifetime. Qasim et al. [24] used ant colony optimization (ACO) to deploy a WSN in a 3D grid with the objective of minimizing cost. Mnasri et al. [25] used a multiobjective optimization algorithm based on dominance and decomposition (MOEA/DD) to solve problems regarding the deployment of WSNs in indoor 3D virtual spaces.
C. ANALYZING FACTORS AFFECTING THE ATTRACTIVENESS OF FOREST RECREATION PARKS
To reflect the real situation, this study considers that tourist attractions have different importance, based on which the optimal deployment of sink nodes in the park is determined. Table 1 indicates the categorization of factors affecting the tourism attractiveness of forest recreation parks in the previous studies. Deng et al. [26] and Lee et al. [27] conducted hierarchical structural analysis [28] on factors affecting the tourism attractiveness of forest recreation parks [29] . Wang et al. [30] extracted keywords from Internet platforms, and investigated factors affecting the attractiveness of each location and landscape in forest recreation parks through 
D. DISCUSSION
Most studies on deploying the IoT (or WSN, or RFID readers) have focused the following objectives: the system deployment cost, coverage maximization, hardware system lifetime, and energy consumption. However, the effectiveness of services generated by the introduction of the IoT to forest recreation parks has rarely been discussed. Studies have mostly deployed the IoT in 2D spaces and ignored actual topographic differences. Forest recreation parks must be deployed in 3D spaces to better conform to reality. The previous studies on coverage maximization have assumed all objectives to be equally crucial, and thus failed to consider differences in tourism attractiveness. Consequently, some crucial tourist attractions may not be covered when considering deploying a limited number of sink nodes in forest recreation parks.
The problem model in this study considers the following features:
• This model considers 3D topographic differences and limitations to deploy sink nodes in 3D spaces.
• This model assigns different scores to different facilities in the park according to tourism attractiveness and crucial facilities.
• This model considers the interference problem caused by signal collisions between sink nodes.
• This model proposes the SQI and MSAI based on tourists' preferences and managers' managerial decisions.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
This section first gives the overall framework of the IoT system deployed in forest recreation parks, then describes the problem setting, and then creates a mathematical programming model for this problem.
A. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
This study considers deploying an IoT system in a forest recreation park. The IoT system is separated into the following three layers: (1) Perception layer: This layer includes two VOLUME 7, 2019 types of devices: wearable device and sink node. Each visitor to the park is asked to be equipped with a wearable device, which is a sensor or a smart device. Sink nodes are deployed in the park, and are used to collect data from wearable devices on visitors. Each sink node has a wireless coverage, and it gathers data collected by the wearable devices within its coverage.
(2) Network layer: This layer receives data collected in the perception layer, and sends it to the application layer.
(3) Application layer: This layer conducts data integration and analysis, and applies the results to the forest recreation park. This study considers the following applications in forest recreation parks:
• Landscape interactions: Tourist attractions can be integrated with their local music, arts, and the Internet. Additionally, human-computer interaction (HCI) devices can be set up to interact with visitors, so that greater exchanges and memorable travel experiences can be created when visitors are interacting with tourist attractions. Moreover, this achieves the effect of marketing and may attract new visitors.
• Physiological detection: Most visitors travel to forest recreation parks in the hope of obtaining health benefits. Therefore, through wearable devices, visitors can check their own physiological data, including heartrate, blood pressure, blood oxygen, step count, calories consumed, and a reminder when individuals sit for a long time.
• Positioning: If visitors encounter an emergency (e.g., elderly adults or children getting lost) and do not have communication devices, it is difficult to search for them in a short time because the forest park area is large. Alternatively, when emergency services are required for visitors who suddenly become ill, they can be tracked and helped through positioning.
• Game mechanism: Forest landscapes have seasonal changes, and forest park managers may propose thematic activities accordingly. Specifically, park managers may hold point collection activities using trails or landscapes. This can be indirectly used to recommend suitable travel itineraries for a particular season to visitors and enable them to experience diverse travel itineraries. Augmented reality (AR) [32] is the synchronous display of virtual 3D objects and the actual environment through mobile devices, such as smartphones or tablets. If AR stations were set up in less popular tourist attractions, visitors would be encouraged to complete tasks and visit more tourist attractions; this can be achieved through enabling integration and interactions between virtual objects and attractions in reality. In addition to providing the aforementioned IoT applications, park managers could obtain visitor data from wearable devices and feedback from the aforementioned applications; for example, the walking route of visitors, highly crowded regions, and rarely visited tourist attractions. Management policy can be adjusted based on valuable information obtained through IT [33] , [34] .
Sink nodes could be wired or wireless. In practice, a forest recreation park generally provides wired roadside lights to visitors in the neighborhood of both target nodes and crucial facility nodes. Therefore, this study assumes that sink nodes are connected with roadside lights by wires, and hence their power is supported by the same energy source with the roadside lights. Note that if recharging sink nodes is concerned, it requires the cost of acquiring recharging facilities and the cost of maintaining these facilities. In the future, it would be of interest to investigate the recharging management of sink nodes, or the sink nodes equipped with the function of harvesting renewable energy.
B. PROBLEM SETTING AND DESCRIPTION
At the park entrances, the park staff distribute a wearable device to each visitor. Suppose that wearable devices have uniform specifications; and there are no interferences from system malfunctions or environmental factors (metal and water). The problem concerned in this study is concerned about determining a 3D deployment of an IoT system (i.e., determining positions of a number of sink nodes) to cover targets with different scores based on tourism attractiveness and crucial facilities emphasized by park managers in a forest recreation park, to collect tourist information and further to provide diversified IoT applications.
Consider a forest recreation park in a 3D space (Figure 1(a) ), in which tourist attractions are mostly flat regions. This study first maps this 3D park to a 2D map represented as a grid (Figure 1(b) ) with H × W grid points. Then, according to the information on the visitor flow of each place as well as locations of tourist attractions in the park, the park managers set a subset of these grid points as target nodes (Figure 1(c) ), and they assign each target node a score to reflect the degree of importance, tourism attractiveness, and crucial facilities. For example, in Figure 1 (c), both blue and red nodes on the map represent target nodes, and red target nodes further represent crucial facilities (e.g., toilets and specific tourist attractions), which are emphasized by park managers. Note that the grid points on the right side of the map are not target nodes, because visitors cannot enter these grid points. Additionally, the number attached to each target node is its score decided by the park managers. Also note that some target nodes for crucial facilities (i.e., red target nodes in Figure 1 (c)) may not be assigned a high score by park managers, because park managers might see the potential for development in currently unpopular tourist attractions or focusing on regions that will be developed.
To deploy an IoT system (i.e., to place sink nodes to cover target nodes) in the park, this study selects a subset of grid points in the map grid as the candidate nodes in which sink nodes could be placed according to the condition that the actual topographies of 3D spaces cannot be seen in 2D grid nodes, such as steep slopes and cliff surroundings (Figure 1(d) ). In addition, grid points with limited places cannot serve as candidate nodes, e.g., those in the middle of entrances and trails.
With the above problem setting, the problem in this study is to deploy a number of sink nodes (each of which has a wireless coverage range, which can be regarded as a 3D sphere in the 3D park space) on candidate nodes to cover target nodes, with the objective of maximizing managerial service benefits, consisting of service quality index (SQI) and managerial setting attributes index (MSAI) in terms of the scores of target nodes (Figure 1(e) ), subject to the following constraints:
• Constraint of the maximal score sum of the target nodes covered by each sink node: Because a target node with a higher score needs to serve more visitors (i.e., to collect more visitor information), this constraint is added to prevent one single sink node from receiving excessive information, which could overload the system.
• Constraint of collision avoidance between sink nodes (or the distance constraint between sink nodes): The minimum 3D distance (MD) between sink nodes is set because overly short distances would result in collisions that cause signal interferences.
C. MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING MODEL
The notation used in the mathematical programming model of the concerned problem is given in Table 2 . The problem concerned in this study is modeled as a binary integer programming model, which is detailed as follows. Consider a park represented as a grid consisting of G = H × W grid points. Among the G grid points, N grid points are candidate nodes for deployment of sink nodes (denoted by x 1 , x 2 , . . . x i , . . . , x N ); T grid points are target nodes (denoted by t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t k , . . . , t T ). Among the T targets nodes, F target nodes are crucial facilities nodes emphasized by park managers (denoted by f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f l , . . . , f F ). Note that N ≤ G; F ≤ T ≤ G. Note that the N candidate nodes and the T target nodes may not be disjoint (i.e., some target nodes and candidate nodes refer to the same grid point).
Let S denote the score function of a target node (or a crucial facility node). That is, the score of target node t k is S(t k ); and the score of crucial facility node f l is S(f l ).
The problem concerned in this study is to place at most Q sink nodes on the N candidate nodes to maximize managerial service benefits consisting of SQI and MSAI as follows:
where ω controls the weight of the two indices, and can be adjusted according to park managers' needs.
The SQI is evaluated as follows:
where TCS is the sum of all target scores of the candidate nodes covered by sink nodes (i.e., within the coverage of sink nodes), which is calculated as follows:
where C k is a binary variable for determining whether target node t k is covered by some sink node; MD is the minimum 3D distance between sink nodes; and R is the radius of the sensing coverage of each sink node. In the right side of Eq. (2), the first fraction is a normalized TCS; and the second fraction is used for collision avoidance. A greater MD/2R value means that collisions between sink nodes are not allowed, and thus, the SQI is expected to be more important than the MSAI in the objective function. When the SQI value is greater, maximum coverage is achieved without minimal collisions between sink nodes. This indicates that managers can receive more precise information and make superior decisions when the precision of sensing is higher. Note that the SQI in this study is different from the SQI proposed in [7] , which only considered the maximization of coverage but not collision problems between sink nodes.
The MSAI is a normalized TFS as evaluated as follows:
where TFS is the sum of the scores of all crucial facility nodes covered by sink nodes, which is calculated as follows:
where µ is a function mapping from a crucial facility node to the corresponding target node. That is, for each l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , F}, crucial facility node f l is mapped to target node t k = µ(f l ) for a certain index k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }, so that crucial facility node f l and target node t k are the same grid point on the map grid. When the TFS value is greater, the coverage rate of crucial facility nodes would be higher. For example, places such as toilets, specific tourist attractions, and trails should have high score values to provide precise visitor information and enable park managers to provide services that are more congruent with visitors' feelings or provide timely facility maintenance. For this concept, we consulted the work in [35] , who proposed that visitors were influenced by the environment when engaging in recreational activities; and therefore, managers' management decisions would affect the recreational environment, further affecting visitors' experiences and feelings. Park managers' efforts to manage the natural environment, retain its original appearance, and hold recreational activities can improve a park's tourism attractiveness and competitiveness. Furthermore, park managers' efforts to create an excellent recreational region and enable tourists to have high-quality nature experiences would increase visitors' satisfaction [36] . Therefore, this study not only considers visitor preferences (in terms of visitor flows) but also adds park managers' management decisions (i.e., we add the concept that the regions emphasized by park managers are crucial facilities).
With the objective function (1), the problem model is subject to Constraints (6)- (11) . Because the park range is broad, park managers could only deploy a limited number of sink nodes. Therefore, Constraint (6) enforces that the number of sink nodes to be deployed in the park must be no greater than a maximum capacity number Q as follows:
where X i is a binary variable to determine whether candidate node x i is selected to be deployed with a sink node. Most previous studies on deployment problems of sink nodes have considered collision avoidance, i.e., avoiding that two sink nodes are placed too closely to cause signal collision. Constraint (7) enforces that the distance D ij between two sink nodes deployed on candidate nodes x i and x j in the 3D park space must be no less than the given maximum 3D distance MD except that one of the two scores of the two sink nodes is large, as expressed as follows:
where λ ij is a binary variable to determine whether at least one of the scores of the two target nodes corresponding to candidate nodes x i and x j is no less than threshold S th (i.e., if the λ ij value is zero, the distance constraint between sink nodes is cancelled). This exception is set because we would like the candidate nodes causing larger scores (i.e., higher visitor flows or larger-score crucial facilities) to be selected to be deployed by sink nodes to share sensing loads. When the sink nodes are collecting data from the wearable devices, they are limited by hardware so that only a limited number of wearable devices can be read at the same time. A high score for tourism attractiveness indicates that this tourism attractiveness region is popular and has high visitor flows. Visitors wear these wearable devices, and thus, regions with higher scores require a larger number of sink nodes to read visitors' wearable devices, in order to prevent sink nodes from being overloaded by an excessive number of wearable devices.
In Constraint (8), the sum of scores of the target nodes covered by each sink node must not exceed an upper bound U as follows:
where G ki is a binary decision variable to determine whether target node t k is covered by the sink node deployed on candidate node x i . Note that it is not necessary to add another constraint similar to Constraint (8) for crucial facility nodes, because target nodes include crucial facility nodes.
The constraints used to calculate decision variables G ki and C k are as follows:
The constraints for all binary variables are as follows:
The differences of the model of this study from previous studies are as follows.
• Different from previous studies that focused on 2D deployment of sink nodes in IoT systems, this study investigates 3D deployment.
• Different from previous studies that hardly considered optimization of multiple management indices in forest recreation parks, this study proposes 3D deployment of an IoT system with optimal management service indices (i.e., SQI and MSAI).
• This study considers the deployment problem with coverage, collision avoidance, and maximal reading loads.
Note that the IoT devices are vulnerable to interference in dense forest and hilly areas. To ensure connectivity in these areas, park managers can set the grid nodes within these areas as critical facility nodes with higher scores. Therefore, when the proposed algorithm searches for a deployment with higher scores, it tends to deploy more sink nodes in these vulnerable areas to ensure connectivity. Algorithm 1 Proposed ISA 1: Initialize the current temperature τ = τ h 2: Randomly generate an initial solution X , and use Algorithm 2 to evaluate the cost δ(X ) of solution X 3: Initialize the probabilities of selecting the insertion operator (π 1 ), the swap operator (π 2 ), and the inversion operator (π 3 ), i.e., π 1 = π 2 = π 3 = 1/3 4: while τ > τ l do 5:
while the iteration number is no more than dwell times L do 6:
Use Algorithm 3 to search for a neighboring solution X 7:
Use Algorithm 2 to evaluate the cost δ(X ) of the neighboring solution X 8:
Use Algorithm 4 to conduct the dynamic selection probability adjustment scheme 9:
if (δ(X ) < δ(X )) or (δ(X ) ≥ δ(X ) and rand(0, 1) < exp(−(δ(X ) − δ(X ))/(κτ ))) then 10: X = X 11: end if 12: end while 13:
Decrease temperature (i.e., τ = τ · γ ) 14: end while
IV. PROPOSED ISA FOR THE CONCERNED PROBLEM
The deployment problems of IoT systems have been shown to be NP-hard (e.g., [10] , [11] ). The problem of this study extends the previous deployment problems, and hence is also NP-hard. Therefore, this study further proposes an ISA to solve the problem. The ISA is a simulated annealing (SA) [37] , which is a global optimization metaheuristic algorithm, which can escape from local optimal solutions and allow the user easily adjust the parameters of the algorithm. The idea of the SA is to solve a problem through simulating an annealing process of a solid. First, the SA generates a random solution. Then, it iteratively searches for a neighboring solution of this solution through a temperature cooling scheme, and determines whether the neighboring solution replaces the current solution through the Metropolis criterion. The SA has successfully solved numerous optimization problems.
The proposed ISA improves the SA with two schemes: 1) three neighborhood searching operators, and 2) the dynamic selection probability adjustment scheme. The proposed ISA is given in Algorithm 1, and its flowchart is given in Figure 2 . The details of Algorithm 1 are explained as follows. The ISA is operated with a temperature cooling scheme, i.e., decreasing from the highest temperature τ h to the lowest temperature τ l . Therefore, Line 1 first initializes temperature τ to be the highest temperature τ h . Subsequently, Line 2 randomly generates an initial solution X , and uses Algorithm 2 to evaluate its cost δ(X ).
Different from the SA, the ISA adopts a dynamic selection probability adjustment scheme, which dynamically adjusts the probabilities of selecting three neighborhood searching operators: insertion, swap, and inversion (i.e., π 1 , π 2 , and π 3 ). Initially, Line 3 sets all probabilities to be equal, i.e., π 1 = π 2 = π 3 = 1/3. Then, the ISA enters a main loop (Lines 4 -14) based on a temperature cooling scheme (i.e., the temperature τ decreases from τ h to τ l , and the ratio of the next temperature and the current temperature is γ ).
Inside the main loop (Lines 4 -14), the inner loop (Lines 5 -12) executes at most L iterations (a.k.a., dwell times) under a fixed temperature τ . In the inner loop, a neighboring solution is generated by Algorithm 3 (Line 6), which selects one of the three neighborhood searching operators according to probabilities π 1 , π 2 , and π 3 . Line 7 uses Algorithm 2 to evaluate the cost δ(X ) of the neighboring solution X . Then, Line 8 uses Algorithm 4 to conduct the dynamic selection probability adjustment scheme. Then, Line 9 checks the Metropolis criterion. If the criterion is true, then Line 10 replaces the current solution X by the Algorithm 2 Cost Evaluation Input: A solution X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N ) Output: Cost of the solution δ(X ). 1: Initialize TCS, TFS, ρ quantity , ρ distance , ρ terrain , and ρ score to be zero. 2: for each k = 1, 2, . . . , T do 3:
for each i = 1, 2, . . . , N do 4:
if d(t k , x i ) < R then 5:
G ki = 1 6: else 7:
G ki = 0 8: end if 9: next for 10:
C k = max i∈{1,2...,N } G ki 11: next for 12: for each k = 1, 2, . . . , T do 13:
if C k = 1 then 14:
TCS = TCS + S(t k ) 15: end if 16: next for 17: for each l = 1, 2, . . . , F do 18:
if C µ(f l ) = 1 then 19: TFS = TFS + S(f l ) 20: end if 21: next for 22: ρ quantity = max{ N i=1 X i − Q, 0} 23: for each i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 do 24:
for each j = i + 1, . . . , N do 25:
if S(X i ) < S h and S(X j ) < S th and X i = 1 and X j = 1 and d(x i , x j ) < MD then 26:
ρ terrain = ρ terrain + 1 27: next for 28: next for 29: for each i = 1, 2, . . . , N do 30: if T k=1 G ki · S(t k ) > U then 31: ρ score = ρ score + 1 32: end if 33: next for 34:
neighboring solution X . The main function of the Metropolis criterion is to escape from a local optimal solution and prevent premature convergence. The criterion include the following two cases: (1) If the neighboring solution X is better than the current solution X (i.e., δ(X ) < δ(X )), then it accepts X . (2) If the neighboring solution X is worse (i.e., δ(X ) ≥ δ(X )), then it still accepts X when a random number between 0 and 1 is smaller than exp(−(δ(X ) − δ(X ))/(κτ )), which a Boltzmann distribution, where κ is the Boltzmann constant.
A. SOLUTION REPRESENTATION
As detailed in the last section, the decision variables of the problem model are X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N , where X i is a binary variable to determine whether the ith candidate node is Algorithm 3 Neighborhood Search Input: A solution X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N ) Output: A neighboring solution X 1: Randomly select two numbers i and j from {1, 2, . . . , N } where i < j 2: Generate a random value p from the uniform distribution of [0, 1] 3: X = X 4: if p ≤ π 1 then 5:
Move X j to the (i − 1)-th position on solution X 6: else if p ≤ π 2 then 7:
Swap X i with X j on solution X 8: else 9:
Reverse the sequence between positions i and min{i + ε, j} on solution X 10: end if deployed with a sink node. Therefore, a solution used in the ISA is encoded as a vector of these decision variables: (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N ), where X i ∈ {0, 1}.
B. COST EVALUATION
The ISA requires a cost function to evaluate the performance of the solution. Because the concerned problem is to maximize Objective (1) under major constraints (6)- (8) , this study changes to minimize one minus Objective (1), and considers the costs of penalizing violation of the constraints. Note that Constraints (6) and (7) are hard constraints (because their violation leads to infeasibility of the solution); Constraint (8) is a soft constraint (because violation of this constraint only leads to heavy load of sink nodes, but the solution is still feasible). In general, the penalty cost for hard constraints is greater than that for soft constraints. Given a solution X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N ), this study sets the cost δ(X ) of solution X as one minus Objective (1) plus the penalty costs of Constraints (6)-(8) as follows: (12) where M h (resp., M s ) are the costs of penalizing a hard constraint (resp., soft constraint); ρ quantity , ρ terrain , and ρ score are the numbers of penalizing Constraints (6), (7) , and (8), respectively.
The algorithm of evaluating the cost of a solution is given in Algorithm 2, which is explained as follows. Line 1 initializes variables TCS, TFS, δ 1 , δ 2 , ρ quantity , ρ distance , ρ terrain , and ρ score to be zero. Lines 2 -11 calculate decision variable G ki , which is one only when d(t k , x i ) < R, and further calculate decision variable C k = max i∈ {1, 2 . . . , N}G ki . With the two types of decision variables, Lines 12 -16 calculate TCS, and Lines 17 -21 calculate TFS. Lines 22 calculates penalty number ρ quantity for Constraint (6) . Lines 23 -28 calculate penalty number ρ terrain for Constraint (7) . Lines 29 -33 calculate penalty number ρ score for Constraint (8) . Finally, Lines 34 calculates the cost according to Equation (12).
• Swap: This operator refers to randomly selecting two elements from solution X , and then swapping them.
• Inversion: This operator refers to randomly selecting two indices from {1, 2, . . . , N }. Subsequently, the subsequence of solution X between the two indices is reversed. To avoid excessively large changes in the generated neighboring solution, the maximum length of inversion is set as ε. The proposed ISA conducts the above three neighborhood searching operators according to three probability values adjusted in each iterations (i.e., π 1 , π 2 , π 3 ). The algorithm of generating a neighboring solution is presented as Algorithm 3.
D. DYNAMIC SELECTION PROBABILITY ADJUSTMENT SCHEME
The proposed ISA employs a dynamic selection probability adjustment scheme [39] to dynamically change the probabilities of selecting three neighborhood searching operators (i.e., π 1 , π 2 , π 3 ) according to performance of their respective cost values. The algorithm of the dynamic selection probability adjustment scheme is presented as Algorithm 4. The initial values of π 1 , π 2 , and π 3 are set equally as 1/3 (Line 3 of Algorithm 1). After obtaining the neighboring solution X of the current solution X , Algorithm 4 compares the cost values of the two solutions. If the neighboring solution is better (i.e., δ(X ) < δ(X )), then Line 2 computes a normalized cost variation v 1 as follows:
Let s denote the index of the neighborhood searching operator selected in this iteration of the ISA. Then, based on v 1 , Lines 3 -12 adjust the three probabilities as follows:
That is, the probability of selecting operator s increases with v 1 , while the other two probabilities decrease with v 1 /2. With the above adjustment, the probability of selecting operator s will be higher in the next iteration of the ISA, while the probabilities of selecting other two operators will be lower.
If the cost value of the neighboring solution is not better than that of the current solution (i.e., δ(X ) ≥ δ(X )), then Lines 14 -24 also adjust the three probabilities similarly, but the variation is scaled with a ratio α between 0 and 1 as follows: v 2 = (δ(X ) − δ(X ))/(δ(X ) + δ(X )) · α;
(16) π s = π s + v 2 , ∀s ∈ {1, 2, 3} ;
(17) π h = π h − v 2 /2, ∀h ∈ {1, 2, 3} , h = s. (18) Finally, to avoid an overly large or small probability of a certain operator and the results tending toward a single operator, we set an upper bound of 0.8 and a lower bound of 0.1. When the probability of the selected operator s is larger than 0.8, it is maintained at 0.8, whereas when this probability is less than 0.1, it would is at 0.1. Lines 26 − 34 conduct the adjustments based on the values of 0.8 and 0.1, which is similar to the above adjustment schemes.
In light of the above, the proposed dynamic selection probability adjustment scheme is not a greedy approach.
Note that different from the SA, the ISA additionally adopts Algorithm 4 and mathematical equations (13) - (18) .
Also note that in general, the deployment of IoT sink nodes is not modified frequently after these nodes are deployed in the park. Once the environment of the park is changed due to natural calamities (such as storm, flood, and mist), the park managers can execute the proposed algorithm to generate a new deployment of sink nodes to adapt to the environment change, and then they adjust the existing deployment of sink nodes according to the new deployment result.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Based on the ISA detailed in the last section, this section implements the ISA, conducts simulation, and compares experimental results. This section first gives the experimental setting and environment, then analyzes the parameters used in the ISA, then compares experimental results using different approaches, then analyzes the weight of SQI in the objective function, then analyzes various minimal distances between sink nodes, and finally analyzes the effect of canceling the score threshold in the distance constraint between sink nodes.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING AND ENVIRONMENT
The experiments in this section is conducted on a PC with an Intel Core TM i7-7700CPU @ 3.60GHz CPU and memory of 8 GB. The study area is the Huisun Forest Recreation Area (HFRA) in Taichung, Taiwan, which has an area of 7477 hectares, and whose altitude is between 450 and 2419 meters. This study divides the major area of the HFRA into 14 × 22 grids (Figure 4(a) ); each of these grid points has a 3D coordinate, and the side length of each grid is 100 meters. Figure 4 (b) presents a simplified map of the HFRA; the green area is inside the HFRA, and the white area is not. Cooperated with the HFRA staff, we collected single-day visitor flows of the HFRA, and determined the importance of the tourism attractiveness of each tourist attraction within the park; different scores were assigned to different grids (see the number labeled on each grid in Figure 4(b) ) according to visitor flows in Table 3 . Then, we adjusted these scores according to crucial facilities. Figure 5(a) shows target nodes Based on the case of the HFRA, the experimental parameters are set as follows. This study first assumes that the MSAI is as important as the SQI (i.e., ω = 0.5). The coverage radius R of each sink node is 150 meters, and the maximal score sum U of all target nodes covered by a sink node is 30. The minimum distance MD between sink nodes is 240 meters. Based on the data of the HFRA, we decide that the target nodes, candidate nodes, and the crucial facility nodes emphasized by managers which include toilets, specific tourist attractions, and specific trails. The other parameters are set as follows: Q = 20, M h = 100, M s = 10, S th = 5, and α = 0.5.
As mentioned in Section 1, most studies focused on deployment of the IoT system that optimizes various objectives unrelated to management service benefits, but this study considers the objective with optimal management service benefits. Most studies investigated deployment of IoT systems in 2D spaces, regardless of actual 3D topographic differences, but this study considers 3D deployment of IoT systems. Most studies assumed all targets to be equally crucial, but this study considers that the importance of each target may be different. Most studies rarely investigated the service level index, but this study does. As a consequence, the experimental results of the proposed approach are compared with previous studies.
B. ANALYSIS ON ALGORITHMIC PARAMETERS
This subsection analyzes the experimental results under various settings of the parameters of the proposed ISA, including the Boltzmann constant κ, highest temperature τ h , lowest temperature τ l , dwell times L, and temperature-cooling scale γ ; additionally, and the maximal length ε of the substring adopted in the inversion neighborhood searching operator. In Table 4 , each statistical value is obtained from 20 experiments under different combinations of parameters L, γ , and ε. Based on the results in Table 4 , the ISA parameters in the later experimental results are set as follows: κ = 1/5, τ h = 1000, τ l = 10, L = 500, γ = 0.99, and ε = 20. 
C. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES
This subsection analyzes experimental results using three different approaches: (1) classical SA, (2) multi-search simulated annealing (MSA) with three neighbor searching operators (i.e., the ISA without the dynamic selection probability adjustment scheme, so that the three operators are selected with an equal probability), and (3) the proposed ISA (including three neighbor searching operators and the dynamic selection probability adjustment scheme). This enables us to gain knowledge of whether superior performance could be found in the results after different mechanisms are incorporated. Table 5 shows the best, average, and worst cost values as well as the standard deviation and mean computation time for executing SA, MSA, and ISA 50 times. Some of the SA results include feasible solutions. The best cost value of the proposed ISA is 0.3101, which is superior to those of SA and MSA. In terms of the average and worst cost values and standard deviation, the proposed ISA still exhibits superior performance. In terms of mean computation time, it is reasonable that the proposed ISA takes much more CPU time. To observe the stability of the three approaches, each of the three approaches are executed 50 times. Figure 6 indicates that both MSA and ISA have high stability and feasibility, as well as that ISA has superior performance overall. Figure 7 shows the convergence results of executing three approaches. In terms of convergence speeds, both SA and MSA are faster than ISA. However, in terms of the ability to search for optimal solutions, a comparison of final cost values indicates that the cost value for SA was 0.9151, that for MSA was 0.6754, and that for ISA was 0.3403, demonstrating that the proposed ISA has superior cost value. Figure 8 shows box plots, respectively, for executing SA, MSA, and ISA 50 times each. In terms of cost comparison, the experimental results of ISA are superior those of SA and MSA. 
D. ANALYSIS ON THE WEIGHT OF SQI IN THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The weight ω of the SQI determines the importance degree of the SQI to which the park managers emphasize, as compared with the MSAI. To observe how different values of the SQI weight ω would affect the deployment results, weight ω is set under 0.1 and 0.9, and the deployment results of 20 sink nodes are presented in Figures 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. When the weight ω of the SQI is 0.1, this indicates that the weight (1 − ω) of the MSAI is 0.9. The blue grids represent crucial facility grids emphasized by park managers, which are nearly covered by sink nodes (Figure 9(a) ). When the weight ω of the SQI is 0.9, this indicates that the weight (1 − ω) of the MSAI is 0.1; the purple grids represent the target nodes (i.e., those with visitor flows), which are nearly covered by sink nodes (Figure 9(b) ).
E. ANALYSIS ON VARIOUS MINIMAL DISTANCES BETWEEN SINK NODES
The setting of the minimal distance between the sink nodes (MD) affects the distance between two adjacent sink nodes. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) set MD as 100 and 270 meters, respectively, and present the deployment results of 20 sink nodes. In the two figures, the 2D grid has a side length of 100 meters and a sink-node coverage radius of 150 meters. When MD is 100 meters, this means that the distance between adjacent sink nodes is allowed to be short, resulting in dense overall deployment results (Figure 10(a) ). However, when MD is 270 meters, this indicates that the distance between adjacent sink nodes is allowed to be long, resulting in a more dispersed overall deployment result ( Figure 10(b) ). 
F. ANALYSIS ON THE SCORE THRESHOLD CANCELING THE DISTANCE CONSTRAINT BETWEEN SINK NODES
When the score threshold in the distance constraint between sink nodes (S th ) is set as 3, the deployment of sink nodes on grids with scores 3, 4, and 5 is not restricted to the MD, as shown in Figure 11 (a). We have checked that the 3D distance between any two grids labeled by numbers in Figure 11 (a) is less than the MD, which is set as 240. That is, the MD constraint is canceled for higher-score grids. When S th is set as 5, the deployment of sink nodes on grids with score 5 is not restricted to the MD, as shown in Figure 11(b) . We have checked that the 3D distance between any two grids labeled by '5' in Figure 11 (a) is less than the MD, which is set as 240. Figure 4(a) shows the actual 3D topographic differences of the study area, in which the dark areas represent the steep mountainside; the blue curve represents a surrounding river; the white curve represents a winding road; and the contour lines of mountains are illustrated. From the visualization of all the experimental results ( Figures 9-11 ), we observe that the environment factors influence the results (e.g., the mountainside areas without target nodes and crucial facility nodes are not deployed with sink nodes; and rivers are not deployed as well); the deployment is noised by artificial constructions (e.g., because crucial facilities are constructed along the artificial winding road, sink nodes tend to be deployed along the winding road).
VI. CONCLUSION
This study has proposed an ISA algorithm to solve the problem of deploying an IoT system to cover targets with different scores based on tourist attractiveness in a 3D forest recreation park with optimal service benefits, which is represented as a weighted sum of SQI and MSAI, which could help forest park managers to evaluate the quality of their IoT deployments and their deployment needs. The proposed ISA includes three neighborhood searching operators, and the probabilities of these operators are adjusted by a dynamic selection probability adjustment scheme. Through simulation, the proposed ISA was found to have excellent ability in searching for solutions. Specifically, the optimal deployment location of sink nodes was determined in a manner that facilitated satisfying the deployment needs of forest creation park managers, thereby maximizing managerial service benefits. Moreover, this study provides a reference to forest recreation park managers who wish to integrate smart tourism management through introducing an IoT system. However, the range of applications is not limited to forest parks; it can also be introduced to theme parks, water parks, and large outdoor playgrounds.
Future studies can be extended in the following directions. First, the locations where sink nodes are placed should be continuous and must not be limited by the location of candidate nodes, which would enable actual deployment locations to be more precise. Furthermore, because forest recreation parks would have different landscapes during different seasons, special festivals can be held to change visitor flows. This would allow for the dynamic adjustment of tourist attraction scores according to seasons and times. Sink nodes are heterogeneous, and different device functions have different sensing radii. Their sensing state is to start, sleep, malfunction, and die, which can be scheduled according to the coverage conditions. In addition, this work does not consider communication of visitors under water, because it is related with a different sensor type such as underwater acoustic sensors [40] . It would be of future interest to investigate the heterogeneous IoT system with underwater acoustic sensors. Furthermore, some location-based recommendation methods (e.g., [41] , [42] ) may be considered to be incorporated with the proposed approach in the future. 
